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Tech professional with experience in developing data products, managing people, and building complex software
Looking for a leading or management position in a high-tech company or start-up/scale-up committed to solving
exciting challenges.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCES

Head of Data and Engineering Manager @ Casavo 2020-10 – Present
Started as Head of Data hiring a team of 8 who take care of building company data infrastructure and prototype both
ML-powered and analytical data products. Moved to Engineering Manager role starting by leading a team of 18
engineers, designers, and product owners taking care of business scalability. Later switched to leading 3 teams for a
total of 22 people, taking care of the company's internal products. Lastly, moved back to the Head of Data role to lead
the Data strategy and coordinate engineers involved in ML, Data, and BI topics across the company.

Data Architect @ ProntoPro 2018-11– 2020-10
Started as an individual contributor spending the first 6 months building the company data infrastructure that powers
analytics and enables first data-driven decisions. Later hired a team of 3 who take care of the infrastructure and led it
to develop ML-powered data products and improve data-driven insights.

Chief Data Officer @ Cubeyou 2017-07– 2018-11
Joined as an individual contributor with the objective of building a large-scale data collection system (~more than
100GB per day) to fuel ML-powered algorithms used by the company's consumer insights platform. Later hired a team
of 2 to evolve the system and support the AI team with the engineering and productization of prototypes.

Principal Engineer @ Ernest.ai 2016-11– 2017-07
Joined as the first employee with the objective of evolving the conversational interface of the company’s product: a
finance-related chatbot. Involved in the process related to the Series A round. Unfortunately, the company failed the
round and was acquired by Moneyfarm.

Lead Engineer @ Cayenne Digital 2016-05 – 2016-11
Joined as the technical leader of a team of 9 engineers working as consultants in advertising initiatives of big Italian
brands. Involved in the failed attempt to incubate a startup that builds standardized products to support adv-related
use cases.

Chief Technology Officer @ The Fool 2012-09 – 2016-05
Started as an individual contributor and switched to the CTO role after a few months to lead a team of 4 engineers in
the development of multiple projects related to intellectual property protection, reputation management, and social
media analysis. Involved also in customer management and organizational activities.

Co-founder @ StarcomApp 2011-04 – 2014-09
Co-founder @ Tomatolabs 2008-08 – 2009-07
Started a consultancy firm doing web development and a startup focused on building mobile apps for social contexts.

EDUCATION

Università degli Studi di Milano
Bachelor Degree, Computer Science, final mark: 110/110 with honors

Milan, IT
May 2014

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Italian mother-tongue, fluent in English.  Interested in machine intelligence, data engineering, and business
intelligence. A regular attendee at tech conferences and meetups. Amateur runner (10-21 km), avid reader (~50 books
per year), lifelong learner (multiple courses per year), passionate father.
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